
Kickoff Return    

Middle Wedge 

Front Line:  Line up with ball in the middle of the field . Center should align facing and slightly 

turned to the direction of the kick offset approximately 1 yard to the opposite side of the 

direction of the kick.  Guards line up on the hash marks. Tackles align with inside foot on top of 

the numbers.  Everyone face the ball 

Counting from the right , Center blocks R-5  Right Guard R-4   Right Tackle R-3  Left Guard L-5  

Left Tackle L-4 

After you pick out your blocking assignment, sprint back to the 30 yard line. Work top maintain 

inside leverage on your blocking assignment by looking over your shoulder as you retreat.  At 

the 30 yard line, set up and block your man out. If your man eludes you block the next man. 

NEVER move backwards towards the wedge. 

Ends: Line up on the top of the numbers at the 35 yard line. Do not cross the 30 yard line until 

the ball is in the air. 

Up backs:  Line :  line up on the hash marks at the 20 yard line 

Safeties :   Line up just inside the hash marks.  Depth will be determined by how deep the kicker 

kick the ball. One safety will be designated to call the ball by shouting  YOU YOU or ME ME .  

The safety who does not receive the ball will join the wedge as the end man on the left side. 

Join the wege on the right side if the ball is between the left hash and the sideline. 

The Wedge:  the wedge will be formed by both ends, both up backs, and the safety not 

returning the ball.  After the is kicked, the designated wedge captain will run to a position 12 

yards in front of the ball .  Never cross the 10 yard line, even if the ball is kicked into the end 

zone. All members will join the captain and stand side by side in a good hit position. Everyone 

except the wedge captain should be facing opposing team even before the wedge is set in 

motion. 



 



 









 


